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Hamiltonian formalism and constraint analysis of three-form matter models coupled
with general relativity
David Brizuela∗ and In˜aki Garay†
Fisika Teorikoa eta Zientziaren Historia Saila, UPV/EHU, 644 P.K., 48080 Bilbao, Spain
A Hamiltonian analysis of models given by a three-form field with a generic potential coupled
to general relativity in four dimensions is performed. This kind of fields are naturally present in
string theory and cosmological scenarios. In particular, the action that will be considered has been
extensively used during the last years to propose inflationary and dark energy models. Nevertheless,
in order to keep the discussion as generic as possible, neither symmetries nor a specific form of the
potential for the three-form field will be imposed. Interesting and relevant results about the number
of dynamical degrees of freedom of these models are obtained. In addition, the analogy with a
weakly-coupled scalar field is discussed. Finally, as a particular example of this generic framework,
the homogeneous and isotropic cosmological case will be presented.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Fy, 98.80.-k
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of gravitational models described by an action involving nonscalar fields (p-forms in general) is extended
in the literature both of fundamental theories of quantum gravity and of classical modifications to general relativity.
More concretely, in string theory, forms are mathematical objects that, in principle, may appear naturally in effective
low-energy actions. In this sense, the addition of forms to the action can be properly motivated. In fact, during
the last years the study of gauge three-forms in effective theories in four dimensions has gained interest due to the
physical effects they may have, such as the generation and neutralization of the cosmological constant [1–4].
In cosmology, the consideration of p-form fields has recently got an increasing relevance, specifically in the context
of inflationary theories and dark-energy models [4–18]. Traditionally, the way to produce inflation (the dramatic
accelerated expansion of the universe at an early stage) was using one or more scalar fields (inflatons). Nevertheless,
it is unclear what these inflatons really are. In fact, since fundamental scalar fields have not been observed yet, we
could consider that inflation may have been produced by nonscalar fields with vectorial or tensorial nature.
Since the pioneering work by Ford [19], where a model of inflation driven by a vector field was proposed, the
possibility of including other kind of fields has been extensively explored. Although the vector-field models may
provide solutions to the coincidence problem or to the possible electromagnetic origin of the cosmological constant,
most of them encounter instabilities [20]. Concerning higher-spin fields, at first they were overlooked because they
generically induce an anisotropy in the cosmological scenario, but due to unexpected temperature anisotropies observed
in the CMB they have gained attention again. In fact, simple and viable inflationary models driven by a form field
have been found [4].
In particular, three-form fields have been used within the cosmological scenario not only to describe the early
accelerated expansion of the universe, but also its late-time speed up. For instance, in certain cases it is possible to
generate k-essence models using three-forms [21]. Furthermore, it has also been shown that three-form models can
induce abrupt events in the future for some wide family of potentials, like the so-called little sibling of the big rip
[18, 22–26].
Given the interest on this kind of models, both for cosmology as well as for high energy physics, in this paper their
canonical formalism will be considered. More concretely, the Hamiltonian formalism of a three-form field coupled to
general relativity in four dimensions will be studied. The discussion will be kept completely general, without any
imposition of symmetries nor specific form of the potential. The homogeneous and isotropic cosmological scenario
will arise as a particular application of the theory.
The canonical study of the dynamics of these systems provides an interesting and complementary view to the more
usual Lagrangian framework. This Hamiltonian formalism, with the algebraic structure of the constraints, displays
the different dynamical degrees of freedom, clearly distinguishing the ones that are physical from those that are pure
gauge. In addition, this analysis eases the comparison with gravitational systems given by other matter contents.
More concretely, the analogy of three-form fields with a weakly-coupled scalar field will be analyzed in detail below.
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2Furthermore, the Hamiltonian formalism presented here may be useful in order to analyze the initial-value problem
and to find numerical solutions for this model. Finally, although much beyond the goal of this article, this treatment
paves the way towards a possible canonical quantization of the system.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Sec. II the action of the three-form model is introduced and, after a
Legendre transformation, the Hamiltonian and the constraints of the system are obtained. In Sec. III, firstly the usual
dual decomposition of the three-form field is considered, and then a suitable canonical transformation that makes
some of the constraints first-class is performed. At the end of this section, the constraint algebra is computed and
the analogy of this model with the one given by a weakly-coupled scalar field is discussed. In Sec. IV the obtained
results are applied to the study of three different particular examples: the singular case of a constant potential for
the three-form field, the quadratic potential (that in some cases is analogous to the scalar field model), and the
homogeneous cosmological scenario. Finally, Sec. V presents the main conclusions and results.
II. LEGENDRE TRANSFORMATION
Let us consider a three-form matter field Aµνρ coupled with gravity, ruled by the following action [4, 6, 9]:
S =
∫
d4x
√−gL =
∫
dtL =
∫
dt
∫
d3x
√−g
[
R− 1
48
FµνρσFµνρσ − V (AµνρAµνρ)
]
, (1)
where units such that 16πG/c4 = 1 have been chosen, and
Fµνρσ := 4∇[µAνρσ] = ∇µAνρσ −∇σAµνρ +∇ρAσµν −∇νAρσµ. (2)
Greek indices are spacetime indices, and R is the Ricci scalar. The conjugate momentum of Aµνρ is defined by
computing variations of the Lagrangian with respect to time derivatives of the three-form,
Πµνρ =
δL
δ∂0Aµνρ
= −
√−g
6
F 0µνρ. (3)
Due to the antisymmetry of the field-strength tensor Fµνρα, this definition implies the following three primary
constraints of this model:
Π0ij = 0, (4)
where Latin letters stand for spatial indices. Therefore, the components A0ij of the three-form field are nondynamical.
Furthermore, concerning the geometric sector, one also obtains the usual four primary constraints of vacuum general
relativity; namely, the vanishing of the conjugate momenta of the lapse N and shift N i,
P˜N = 0, P˜
~N
i = 0. (5)
These and other objects will be defined with a tilde because, afterwards, a canonical transformation to nontilded
variables will be introduced.
By performing a Legendre transformation, one gets the following Hamiltonian density:
H = N
[
C +
3√
h
ΠijkΠ
ijk +
√
hV (A2)
]
+N iCi + 3Π
ijkDkA0ij , (6)
where h is the determinant of the spatial metric hij , Di the covariant derivative compatible with it, and we have defined
the shorthand A2 = AµνρAµνρ. In addition, C and Ci are the usual Hamiltonian and diffeomorphism constraints of
vacuum general relativity,
C = −
√
hR(3) +
1√
h
πijπij − π
2
2
√
h
, (7)
Ci = −2Djπji , (8)
where πij is the canonical conjugate momentum of the spatial metric hij , given by π
ij =
√
h(Kij −Khij), with Kij
the extrinsic curvature associated with hij , and K := K
ijhij . In addition, the shorthand π := π
ijhij stands for the
trace of the momentum, and R(3) is the Ricci scalar associated with hij .
3At this point one can construct the primary Hamiltonian, which will be used to compute the evolution of different
objects from here on, by adding to (6) the primary constraints with arbitrary coefficients,
Hp = N
[
C +
3√
h
ΠijkΠ
ijk +
√
hV (A2)
]
+N iCi + 3Π
ijkDkA0ij + αP˜
N + αiP˜
~N
i + αijΠ
0ij , (9)
where αij is an antisymmetric matrix and thus contains three independent functions.
By evolution of the primary constraints, one obtains seven additional constraint equations. On the one hand, three
corresponding to the matter sector,
DkΠ
ijk − N
3
√
h
∂V
∂A0ij
= 0, (10)
and, on the other hand, the Hamiltonian and diffeomorphism constraints,
C +
3√
h
ΠijkΠ
ijk +
√
hV +N
√
h
∂V
∂N
= 0, (11)
Ci +N
√
h
∂V
∂N i
= 0. (12)
Note that, as opposed to other matter models usually considered in the literature, the coupling of the three-form field
with gravity produces a nontrivial change of these constraints, in particular making them dependent on the lapse and
shift functions.
In a next step, one should compute the evolution of constraints (10)–(12) in order to check whether further con-
straints must be considered to get a closed set of constraints under evolution. Nonetheless, it can be shown that the
evolution of these secondary constraints only impose conditions on the coefficients α, αi and αij , but do not imply
any tertiary constraint. At this point, we will refrain from giving these conditions explicitly, but will do so for the
adapted variables that will be introduced in the next section. As summary of this section, we have obtained the
Hamiltonian of the considered model (9) and a complete set of constraints, (4),(5) and (10)–(12), which are closed
under evolution.
III. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION
This section is composed by four subsections. In the first one, the usual decomposition of the three-form field
in terms of its dual variables will be performed. This is a very natural set of variables, since the four independent
components of the three-form field Aµνρ will be encoded in a spatial vector (density) B
i and a scalar (density) field φ.
The problem with these variables is that the Lagrange multipliers N and N i appear explicitly inside the constraints.
This fact complicates the decoupling of constraints into first and second class. That is why, in the second subsection,
we will perform a canonical transformation to a better set of variables, which will be called “adapted”, for which the
lapse and the shift will disappear from our constraints. This will simplify the decoupling between first and second
class constraints. In the third subsection, the Poisson brackets between different constraints will be presented and it
will be shown how, after introducing the Dirac brackets to deal with the second-class constraints, the usual constraint
algebra of general relativity is recovered. Finally, in the last subsection, a comparison between this system and the
weakly-coupled scalar-field model will be performed.
A. Dual decomposition of the three-form field
The three-form Aµνρ contains four independent components. Therefore, it is very illustrative to perform a change
of variables and encode the nondynamical part A0ij on a pseudo-vector (vector-density of weight +1) field B
i,
A0ij =: ηijkB
k, (13)
with conjugate momentum P˜
~B
k , defined by Π
0ij = 16η
ijkP˜
~B
k . Here we have defined ηijk and η
ijk as the completely
antisymmetric spatial densities (of weight −1 and +1, respectively), whose components in the chosen basis are +1,
−1 or 0. In this way, the three primary constraints (4), would read
P˜
~B
i = 0. (14)
4In a similar way, one can choose the pseudo-scalar (scalar-density of weight +1) φ to describe the physical degree of
freedom of the three-form field,
Aijk =: φηijk , (15)
with canonical momentum Π˜,
Πijk =
1
6
Π˜ ηijk. (16)
At this stage, one could wonder why are we choosing densities, instead of proper tensorial quantities, to encode our
variables. For instance, it might be more natural to encode the only physical degree of freedom of Aijk , in a scalar
field χ:
Aijk =: χǫijk, (17)
and the conjugate momentum of such a field Πχ, would be defined as follows:
Πijk =:
1
6
Πχ ǫ
ijk, (18)
with ǫijk =
√
hηijk and ǫ
ijk = ηijk/
√
h. The problem with this choice of variables is that, since there is an implicit
determinant of the metric in the definition (17), one gets
Πijk∂0Aijk = Πχ∂0χ+
1
2
χΠχh
ij∂0hij , (19)
which implies a change of the momentum of the metric πij in order to keep the symplectic structure unchanged.
Furthermore, in order to compare three-form models with the system given by a scalar field weakly coupled to general
relativity (as will be explicitly explored in Secs. III C and IVB), it is necessary to treat the conjugate momentum Π˜
as the one playing the role of the scalar field. Note that, in our case, the variables φ and Bi introduced above are
pseudo-tensors, whereas their conjugate momenta Π˜ and P˜
~B
i are proper tensors.
Therefore, in order to keep the geometric variables unchanged and to ease the comparison with the weakly-coupled
scalar-field model, we will proceed with the variables φ and Bi and their conjugate momenta Π˜ and P˜
~B
i . In terms of
them, the primary Hamiltonian reads as follows,
Hp = N
[
C +
√
h
2
Π˜2 +
√
hV (A2)
]
+N iCi + Π˜DiB
i + α P˜N + αiP˜
~N
i + β
iP˜
~B
i , (20)
where we have introduced βi := ∂0B
i. The argument of the potential is given as,
A2 =
6
hN2
[
(N2 −NiN i)φ2 + 2φNiBi −BiBi
]
, (21)
where spatial indices are contracted with the spatial metric hij . Finally, the seven nontrivial constraints of the system
take the following form:
C +
√
h
2
Π˜2 +
√
hV +N
√
h
∂V
∂N
= 0, (22)
Ci +N
√
h
∂V
∂N i
= 0, (23)
DiΠ˜−N
√
h
∂V
∂Bi
= 0. (24)
B. Canonical transformation to adapted variables
As already commented above, the problem with the variables introduced in the previous section, is that the lapse N
and the shift N i appear inside the constraints. We will show that it is possible to perform a canonical transformation
that removes this dependence completely.
5More concretely, the potential V = V (hij , φ, B
i, N,N i) depends on the Lagrange multipliers, as can be explicitly
seen on the form of its argument (21). In this way, the different derivatives of the potential in the last term of
constraints (22)-(24), implies the appearance of the lapse and the shift inside the constraints. Let us write these
derivatives explicitly,
N
∂V
∂N
=
12
hN2
(φ2N iNi +B
iBi − 2φN iBi)V ′, (25)
N
∂V
∂N i
= −12φ
hN
(φNi −Bi)V ′, (26)
N
∂V
∂Bi
=
12
hN
(φNi −Bi)V ′, (27)
where V ′ stands for the derivative of the potential with respect to its argument. This form of the derivatives motivates
the following change of variable Bi → ωi defined as,
ωi =
1
N
(φN i −Bi) , Bi = φN i −Nωi , (28)
which will in fact absorb all the dependence of the constraints in the lapse and the shift. In particular, now the
argument of the potential takes the form A2 = 6h (φ
2 − ω2), with ω2 := ωiωi, and thus the potential V = V (h, φ, ω)
turns out to be a function of the determinant of the metric hij , the field φ and the module of the vector ω
i. In order
to preserve the symplectic structure of our theory, this change implies also a change of some of the momenta of our
variables. More precisely, the new momenta (P ~ωi , P
N , P
~N
i ,Π) read as follows,
P ~ωi = −NP˜ ~Bi , P˜ ~Bi = −
1
N
P ~ωi , (29)
PN = P˜N − 1
N
(φN i −Bi)P˜ ~Bi , P˜N = PN −
ωi
N
P ~ωi , (30)
P
~N
i = P˜
~N
i + φP˜
~B
i , P˜
~N
i = P
~N
i +
φ
N
P ~ωi , (31)
Π = Π˜ +N iP˜
~B
i , Π˜ = Π +
N i
N
P ~ωi . (32)
In terms of these new variables, our constraints take the following form:
C1 := P
N = 0 , C4 := C +
√
h
2
Π2 +
√
hV + ωiDiΠ = 0 , (33)
C2i := P
~N
i = 0 , C5i := Ci − φDiΠ = 0 , (34)
C3i := P
~ω
i = 0 , C6i := DiΠ−
12√
h
V ′ωi = 0 , (35)
which do not contain the Lagrange multipliers N and N i. Hence, we have seven primary constraints (C1, C2i, C3i),
seven secondary constraints (C4, C5i, C6i), and the primary Hamiltonian is written as a linear combination of them,
Hp = NC4 +N iC5i + αC1 + αiC2i + γiC3i , (36)
where the coefficient γi is defined as the time derivative of the vector field ωi (γi := ∂0ω
i).
Making use of the Poisson brackets between the constraints, that are explicitly given in the next section (47)–
(54), one can easily show that the evolution of the Hamiltonian constraint C4 and diffeomorphism constraints C5i is
conserved on shell, since the brackets {C4,Hp} and {C5i,Hp} are just a linear combination of constraints. On the
contrary, the matter constraint C6i does not commute on-shell with the Hamiltonian, and thus its evolution imposes
conditions on the coefficient γi,
{C6i,Hp} = {C6i, NC4 +N jC5j}+ γj{C6i, C3j} = 0. (37)
Therefore, ωi is not a free Lagrange multiplier, as the lapse or the shift, since its time derivative is restricted by this
last relation. As will be commented below, this is a signal that indicates that C6i is not a first-class constraint, since
one is not free to choose a (gauge-fixing) condition to be fulfilled by its corresponding Lagrange multiplier ωi.
6For completeness, we provide the equations of motion for physical quantities in terms of these adapted variables.
The evolution of φ and Π is given by,
∂0φ = N
√
hΠ+Di
(
φN i −Nωi) , (38)
∂0Π = −12N√
h
φV ′ +N iDiΠ , (39)
whereas the evolution of hij and π
ij reads as follows,
∂0hij =
N√
h
(2πij − πhij) + 2D(iNj), (40)
∂0π
ij = −N
2
√
h
(
2R(3)ij −R(3)hij
)
+
N
4
√
h
hij
(
2πmnπ
mn − π2)− N√
h
(
2πimπjm − ππij
)
+
√
h
(
DiDjN − hijDmDmN
)
+Dm
(
Nmπij
)− 2πm(iDmN j)
−
√
h
4
Nhij
(
Π2 + 2V
)− 6NV ′√
h
[
(ω2 − φ2)hij − ωiωj] . (41)
Note that, in the last two equations, the dependence on the matter field appears only in the last line.
C. Constraint algebra
We define the Poisson brackets between any two functionals on the phase space F and G as,
{F,G} =
∫
d3x
∑
I
[
δF
δqI
δG
δpI
− δG
δqI
δF
δpI
]
, (42)
where the index I runs over variables qI = (hij , φ, ω
i, N,N i) and conjugate momenta pI = (πij ,Π, P ~ωi , P
N , P
~N
i ). In
particular, as is well known [27], the constraints of vacuum general relativity are closed under Poisson brackets:
{Ci[f i], Cj [gj ]} = Cj [f iDigj − giDif j] , (43)
{Ci[f i], C[g]} = C[f iDig] , (44)
{C[f ], C[g]} = Ci[fDig − gDif ] , (45)
where we have defined the functional associated to any function F as,
F [f ] :=
∫
d3xFf, (46)
with f an arbitrary smearing function.
Let us now analyze how the algebra of general relativity is modified due to the coupling of a three-form field. On
the one hand, with the adapted variables introduced in the last subsection, it is clear that the constraints C1 and C2i
commute off-shell with all the others because of the absence of the lapse and the shift in the constraints. Thus, these
four constraints are automatically first class.
On the other hand, the brackets between the diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraints, which generalize the
above expressions (43)–(45), take the following form,
{C5i[f i], C5j [gj ]} = C5i
[
f jDjg
i − gjDjf i
]
, (47)
{C5i[f i], C4[g]} = C4[f iDig]− C6i[g(ωjDjf i −Dj(f jωi))] , (48)
{C4[f ], C4[g]} = C5i[fDig − gDif ] + C6i[φ(fDig − gDif)] . (49)
Note that, all these brackets vanish on-shell. The difference with the vacuum algebra (43)–(45) is the appearance of
the constraint C6i in the brackets that involve the Hamiltonian constraint.
Regarding the primary matter constraint C3i, it trivially commutes with itself and (weakly) with the geometric
constraints, namely,
{C3i[f i], C3j [gj ]} = 0, {C3i[f i], C5j [gj ]} = 0 , {C3i[f i], C4[g]} = −C6i[f ig] , (50)
7but not in the general case (V ′ 6= 0) with the other matter constraint C6i,
{C3i[f i], C6j [gj ]} =
∫
d3x
12√
h
(
V ′hij − 12
h
V ′′ωiωj
)
f igj . (51)
In fact, the matter constraint C6i does not commute with any constraint, except for C1 and C2i,
{C4[f ], C6i[gi]} =
∫
d3x
[
6
h
fV ′
(
4giωjπij − πgiωi − 2
√
hφDig
i
)
− 144
h3/2
giωiφV
′′ωjDjf
+
72
h2
giωifV
′′
(
πφ2 − 2πijωiωj + 2hφΠ− 2
√
hφDiω
i
)]
, (52)
{C5i[f i], C6j [gj]} =
∫
d3x
[
24√
h
V ′giωjD(ifj) −
12√
h
V ′giωiDjf
j +
144
h3/2
giωiV
′′
(
φf jDjφ+ ω
2Djf
j − ωiωjDifj
)
+ f iDiΠDjg
j
]
, (53)
{C6i[f i], C6j [gj]} =
∫
d3x
144
h3/2
φV ′′ωi
(
f iDjg
j − giDjf j
)
. (54)
In summary, C1 and C2i are the only first-class constraints of this system since they strongly commute with all the
other constraints. In particular, for the general case V ′ 6= 0 (the singular case V ′ = 0 will be explored in Sec. IVA),
the Hamiltonian and diffeomorphism constraints, C4 and C5i, are not first class due to their nonvanishing brackets
with C6i (52)–(53).
At this point one might try to construct linear combinations of constraints in order to decouple them between first
and second class. Nonetheless, in this case this might not be possible due to several technical difficulties. In particular,
the presence of the momentum of the metric πij (in a different form that it appears inside C4) in the brackets between
the constraints C6i and C4 (52) is a crucial problem since this kind of terms do not appear anywhere else. Therefore,
it is not possible to construct a first-class constraint by a linear combination of C4 and other constraints because
when computing the Poisson brackets between such linear combination and C6i, one will not get the required terms
to cancel out the dependence on πij .
Alternatively, one can identify the purely second-class constraints to construct a corresponding Dirac bracket. Note
that the pair (ωi, P ~ωi ) is nonphysical: the vector ω
i plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier, but its time derivative is
constrained by relation (37), and P ~ωi is a pure-constrained variable. One can then solve some of the constraints for
this unphysical couple. The momentum is trivially obtained by solving C3i, whereas the only constraint that allows
for a resolution for ωi is C6i. In addition, the Poisson brackets between these constraints, C3i and C6i, is nonvanishing,
which allows us to define an invertible matrix AIJ = {CI , CJ}, with CI being the different elements of C3i and C6i, to
construct the corresponding Dirac bracket. In practice one just computes Poisson brackets between different objects,
and then imposes constraints P ~ωi = 0 and the form of ω
i in terms of the rest of the variables obtained from C6i = 0.
In terms of these Dirac brackets {·, ·}D, one then recovers the usual algebraic structure of vacuum general relativity,
{C5i[f i], C5j [gj]}D = C5i
[
f jDjg
i − gjDjf i
]
, (55)
{C5i[f i], C4[g]}D = C4[f iDig] , (56)
{C4[f ], C4[g]}D = C5i[fDig − gDif ] . (57)
Nevertheless, the procedure to use the Dirac brackets involves solving C6i = 0 for ω
i. Since ω2 appears inside the
potential V , it is not possible to do it explicitly for generic potentials. That is why some particular cases will be
analyzed in the next section.
In summary, in four dimensions a three-form matter field Aµνρ contains four degrees of freedom, which have been
encoded in the pseudo-scalar field φ and the pseudo-vector field ωi, with its corresponding conjugate momenta, the
scalar field Π and the vector field P ~ωi . It has been shown that, between these degrees of freedom there is only a
physical one, represented by the pair (φ,Π), whereas the other three pairs (ωi, P ~ωi ) are obtained by solving the matter
constraints C3i = 0 and C6i = 0. Therefore, this theory is equivalent to a scalar field with a nontrivial coupling to
general relativity.
8D. Comparison with weakly-coupled scalar-field model
For comparison purposes, let us display the Hamiltonian corresponding to a scalar field ϕ weakly coupled to general
relativity with a potential V(ϕ):
Hϕ = N
(
C +
p2ϕ
2
√
h
+
√
h
2
ϕ,iϕ
,i +
√
hV(ϕ)
)
+N i (Ci + pϕ ϕ,i) + αP
N + αiP
~N
i , (58)
with the usual convention ϕ,i := ∂iϕ.
In the case of the three-form field, due to the decomposition that has been performed, the momentum Π plays the
role of the scalar field ϕ, whereas the variable φ plays the role of the conjugate momentum pϕ. Therefore, in order
to compare the Hamiltonian of the three-form field (36) with that of the weakly-coupled scalar field (58), one should
perform the following changes: Π→ −ϕ and φ→ pϕ. By doing this, the Hamiltonian (36) takes the following form:
Hp = N
(
C +
√
hV (h, pϕ, ω)− ωiϕ,i +
√
h
2
ϕ2
)
+N i (Ci + pϕ ϕ,i) + αP
N + αiP
~N
i , (59)
where, for convenience, C3i = 0 has already been imposed and the vector ω
i should be obtained from C6i = 0 and
thus ωi = ωi(pϕ , pϕ,j , h), which introduces a dependence on the gradient of the momentum of the scalar field in the
potential V . Note that the diffeomorphism constraint is exactly the same for both models, but not the Hamiltonian
constraint in the general case. In fact, by direct comparison between (58) and (59), one can qualitatively state that a
three-form model is equivalent to a weakly-coupled scalar-field model with quadratic potential V . Nonetheless, in this
case the precise form of the kinetic term would depend on the explicit form of the potential V . In particular, for the
case that the potential of the three-form V is also quadratic, one could exactly recover the Hamiltonian of a weakly-
coupled scalar field from the three-form model. Even so, there are some slight differences between the equations of
motion, as will be analyzed in detail in Sec. IVB below. Therefore, even if a three-form matter field is equivalent to
a scalar field in the sense that it contains one degree of freedom, in the general case its dynamics is quite different
from a weakly-coupled scalar field.
IV. APPLICATION TO PARTICULAR CASES
In the previous sections, a completely generic model of a three-form matter field coupled to general relativity has
been considered. Up to now, neither specific form of the potential V nor spacetime symmetries have been imposed.
Nevertheless, as it was stated in the previous section, for general models, the explicit dependence of the potential on
its argument A2 is necessary to further develop the equations.
In this section different particular cases will be analyzed. More concretely, after studying the case of the constant
potential, in Subsec. IVB we will explore the interesting case of the quadratic potential. In fact, it will be shown that
this case is quite similar to a weakly-coupled scalar-field model, also with a quadratic potential. Finally, in Subsec.
IVC, we will explicitly comment on the cosmological case of an homogeneous and isotropic universe widely treated
in the literature.
A. Constant potential
The singular case of a constant potential V = V0 is not included in the general discussion presented above. As
a consequence of the fact that, in this case, the derivative of the potential is vanishing, the matter constraint C6i
simplifies to C6i = DiΠ = 0. In addition, and more importantly, now it strongly commutes with all the constraints
(51)–(54). In fact, not only C6i, but all the constraints turn out to be first class. Furthermore, the evolution of C6i,
as can be seen in (39), requires that the momentum Π be time independent.
In order to understand better the dynamics of this system, it is convenient to impose the following gauge-fixing
condition for C6i,
φ = 0, (60)
which does not commute with C6i. Now this constraint is second-class and, solving it, one straightforwardly gets that
Π is an arbitrary constant Π = k fixed by initial conditions. In addition, from equation (38), the evolution of this
gauge-fixing condition implies the following equation
N
√
hk −Di(Nωi) = 0, (61)
9to be solved for the vector ωi. Finally, in order to complete the gauge-fixing procedure, one also strongly imposes
P ~ωi = 0 everywhere.
In this way, one ends up with the same degrees of freedom as vacuum general relativity, characterized by the
dynamical couple (hij , π
ij) and the Lagrange multipliers N and N i. The only terms of the Hamiltonian (36) that
contribute to the evolution of these variables read as follows,
H = N(C +
√
hΛ) +N iCi , (62)
where Λ := V0 + k
2/2 plays the role of a cosmological constant. Concerning the evolution equations, note that this
constant only enters in the evolution equation for the momentum of the metric πij given by (41).
In summary, the case of a three-form field with a constant potential resembles exactly vacuum general relativity
with a cosmological constant.
B. Quadratic potential
We will consider now the special case when the potential is linear in its argument A2 and, thus, it is quadratic in
the variables φ and ω. Its explicit form is then given by
V = A2 =
6
h
(φ2 − ω2). (63)
In this case, one can explicitly follow the general procedure explained in Sec. III C of solving the constraints C3i = 0
and C6i = 0. Hence, one straightforwardly obtains the following expressions for the couple (ω
i, P ~ωi ):
ωi =
√
h
12
DiΠ , P
~ω
i = 0, (64)
which should be imposed in the rest of the constraint and evolution equations.
With the goal of exploring the analogies between this model and the system of a scalar field weakly coupled to
gravity, we will impose the replacements (64), and perform the change of variables Π → −2√3ϕ and φ → pϕ/(2
√
3)
in the Hamiltonian (36). In this way, one gets the following Hamiltonian,
Hp = N
(
C +
p2ϕ
2
√
h
+
√
h
2
ϕ,iϕ
,i + 6
√
hϕ2
)
+N i (Ci + pϕ ϕ,i) + αP
N + αiP
~N
i . (65)
Note that this Hamiltonian can not be used as the generator of the evolution of the system, since two constraints
have already been solved (64). In particular, this Hamiltonian is exactly the same as the one of the weakly-coupled
scalar field (58), given that one chooses the potential V = 6ϕ2 there. Even if the Hamiltonian is formally the same as
for the scalar field, the equations of motion might (and, in fact, do) differ since the computation of Poisson brackets
do not commute with the resolution of the second-class constraints.
In fact, the difference between the two models is quite slight. As commented, the constraint equations are exactly
the same. Regarding the evolution equations, the equations for the matter part (ϕ, pϕ) also turn out to be the same.
In addition, the equation of motion for the three-metric (40) does not contain any contribution from matter variables,
so it is also exactly equal for both models. Finally, the evolution equation for the conjugate momentum of the metric
πij (41) is the only one that presents a difference between the two models. Performing the commented changes, the
last line of equation (41) reads as,
− N
4
√
h
hij
(
12hϕ2 − p2ϕ + hϕ,kϕ,k
)
+
N
2
√
hϕ,iϕ,j . (66)
While in the case of a weakly-coupled scalar field with potential V = 6ϕ2 these terms would be as follows:
− N
4
√
h
hij
(
12hϕ2 − p2ϕ + hϕ,kϕ,k
)
. (67)
Therefore, the only difference between the two models is the presence of the term N2
√
hϕ,iϕ,j in the equation of
motion of πij for the case of a three-form matter field, that does not appear for the weakly-coupled scalar field.
Whenever this term can be neglected (as can be exactly done, for instance, in homogeneous models) the dynamics of
both systems will be the same.
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C. Homogeneous and isotropic models
As it was commented in the introduction, one of the main applications of the three-form models during the last
few years has been developed within a cosmological framework. In a spacetime given by the Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker metric the spacial vector ωi, as well as all spatial derivatives, must be vanishing due to homogeneity
and isotropy. This fact simplifies enormously the set of constraints presented above, and most of them are trivially
obeyed. The only nontrivial constraint is the Hamiltonian constraint C4.
Assuming a spatially flat model, R(3) = 0, with metric
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2d~x2 , (68)
the Hamiltonian constraint reads as follows,
C4 =
1√
h
πijπij − π
2
2
√
h
+
√
h
2
Π2 +
√
hV = 0 . (69)
In these models the natural variables are the scale factor a and its canonical conjugate momentum pa. Therefore,
taking into account that h = a6 and hij = a
2δij , one writes π
ij = pa2aδ
ij . In this way, the above constraint takes the
following form,
C4 = − 1
24a
p2a +
a3
2
Π2 + a3V = 0. (70)
Hence, we recover the Hamiltonian used for the cosmological three-form model [22].
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed a three-form matter field coupled with general relativity in four dimensions. A
Legendre transformation has been performed to obtain the corresponding Hamiltonian of the system. As usually
happens in gauge theories, this step has defined some primary constraints. By evolution of them, the complete set
of constraints of this model has been obtained. They are quite entangled, not even one of them being first class.
In part, this is due to the fact that the Lagrange multipliers appear inside the constraints. Therefore, a canonical
transformation has been proposed, which makes all of them independent of the lapse and the shift, in order to decouple
some of them as first class. At this point, the algebra of the constraints has been analyzed, by explicitly computing
the Poisson brackets between any pair of them. The results show that there are some second-class constraints, which
have been dealt with by considering the Dirac bracket.
In this way, the duality between a three-form matter model and a scalar field has been explicitly shown. These
two models contain the same physical degrees of freedom, since in four dimensions a three-form field Aµνρ contains
four independent components, which have been encoded in the scalar φ and the vector ωi, and their corresponding
conjugate momenta, Π and P ~ωi respectively. However, the vector ω
i turns out not to contain any physical information,
since its conjugate momentum is constrained to be vanishing, and the vector itself must be explicitly obtained in terms
of other variables when computing the Dirac brackets. In summary, all the physical information of the three-form
field is encoded in the couple (φ,Π).
In fact, looking at their corresponding Hamiltonians, (58) and (59), one could say that a three-form model is
equivalent to a weakly-coupled scalar-field model with quadratic potential V , although with a different kinetic term
that depends on the explicit form of the potential V . This fact, obviously, might produce crucial differences between
the evolutions of both systems.
Interestingly, as explicitly shown in Sec. IVB, the particular case of a three-form field with a quadratic potential is
almost identical to a weakly-coupled scalar field also with a quadratic potential. In fact, the Hamiltonian and, thus,
all constraints have exactly the same form, as well as the evolution equations for the matter degrees of freedom (φ,Π),
and for the spatial metric hij . The only difference between the two models is a quadratic term in derivatives of the
scalar field that appears in the equation of motion for the conjugate momentum of the metric πij in the three-form
matter model, which is not present in the weakly-coupled scalar-field case. For physical scenarios where this term
is negligible both systems will describe the very same dynamics. This is the case, for instance, in homogeneous
cosmological models where this term will be exactly vanishing.
The development of the Hamiltonian formalism, with the complete study of the constraints, presented in this
paper paves the way to a number of applications. On the one hand, it might be used for generalizing homogeneous
cosmological models, with three-form matter content, to inhomogeneous cosmological scenarios, in particular by
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considering perturbations of the homogeneous case. On the other hand, it could shed light on the quantization
procedure. In fact, for the homogeneous cosmological three-form model it was already successfully performed within
the Wheeler-DeWitt approach [22]. Nevertheless, the quantization of the general case is much more cumbersome and
requires further investigation.
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